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ABSTRACT 
We propose a symmetric definition of conditional independence between sets of 
variables in possibility theory, and relate it to the notion of lack of interaction. 
Possibilistic independence expresses irrelevance of some pieces of information for belief 
updating, and it is shown that, for three large classes of operators (Lukasiewicz-like 
T-norms, productlike T-norms, minimum operator), this relation is a graphoid. Possi- 
bilistic lack of interaction is a weaker notion than independence: it only requires the 
joint possibility distribution to be factorized. It is shown here that this relation is, in the 
three special cases cited above, a semigraphoid, but generally lacks the intersection 
property. © 1997 Elsevier Science Inc. 
KEYWORDS:  possibility theory, belief updating, conditional independence, 
lack of interaction, graphoids 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Approximate reasoning methods are aimed at reasoning in the presence 
of ill-defined information, such as uncertain or imprecise pieces of  knowl- 
edge or evidence. These methods include probabilistic reasoning, the 
Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence, possibilistic reasoning, etc. For each 
of these theories, attention has been paid to the problem of collecting new 
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pieces of evidence and determining their effect. This has led to the 
definition of conditional measures of probability or possibility, and to the 
application of Dempster's rule of combination of belief functions, whose 
aim is to combine a prior belief function with a new piece of evidence. This 
process is usually called the belief updatingprocess. 
In this paper, we are mainly interested in the design of a possibilistic 
expert system, i.e. an expert system in which each piece of knowledge is 
represented through a possibility distribution, whose inference engine is 
able to update these distributions in the presence of an incoming piece of 
evidence. 
In other uncertainty calculi, it has been shown (Pearl [14]) that the use 
of intensive systems could avoid the problem of inconsistencies induced by 
local specification of knowledge. In such systems, one joint distribution is 
used to model the whole knowledge base, and belief updating is performed 
with respect to this distribution. Moreover, the building of this joint 
distribution could be simplified by the use of a key notion: independence 
between sets of variables. Indeed, it has been shown that belief (or 
Bayesian) networks provide a tool for the building of a joint probability 
distribution (Pearl [14], Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter [12]). This is a conse- 
quence of the structure of probabilistic onditional independence r la- 
tions, which are semigraphoids. 
Here we focus on possibility theory and propose a definition of condi- 
tionally independent sets of variables with respect o a given distribution. 
This definition follows from interpreting independence between variables 
as a relation of irrelevance between pieces of evidence. The properties of 
this relation are investigated: we show this relation is a graphoid, and 
hence could be used for the building of a unique inference network. 
Let us note that this notion of independent variables is somewhat 
different from that of noninteracting variables (Zadeh [24]). We show that 
independence is stronger than lack of interaction, and that the resulting 
relations are semigraphoids. It is also different from the notions of 
independence introduced in [1, 8, 9], in that it relies on sets of variables 
rather than events and requires ymmetry. 
Belief updating in possibility theory is introduced in Section 2, leading to 
the definition of conditional independence and lack of interaction in 
Section 3. Those kinds of relations are studied in three special cases: 
Lukasiewicz-like T-norms (Section 4), productlike T-norms (Section 5), and 
the minimum operator (Section 6). Section 7 is the conclusion. 
2. BELIEF UPDATING IN POSSIBILITY THEORY 
Possibility theory (Zadeh [24], Dubois and Prade [7]) aims at represent- 
ing pieces of information pervaded with imprecision. 
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In this paper, 11 denotes a finite set, and 9(11) stands for the tr-algebra 
of subsets of 11. 
DEFINITION 2.1 A possibility measure over (f/, ~(11)) is a mapping 
H:9(11) ~ [0, 1] such that 
n(®)  = o, 
n (~)  = 1, 
H(A u B) = max(I I(A), H(B)) VA, B ~9(11) .  
Belief updating in possibility theory is performed through the calcula- 
tion of conditional possibility measures. 
DEFINITION 2.2 The measure of possibility H conditional to B is 
defined as 
H(AIB) = J~(H(B) ,  I I (A n B)) VA ~9(~)  
with 
~(a ,  b) = sup{s E [0, 1] : c(s, a) ~ b}, 
where c denotes a conjunction operation, i.e. a continuous mapping from 
[0, 1] × [0, 1] into [0, 1], nondecreasing in both arguments, such that c(1, a) 
= a and c(a, 0) = c(0, a) = 0 Va ~ [0, 1]. 
This new measure is of course a possibility measure; it is used to express 
the posterior beliefs about A, in the light of the incoming piece of 
evidence B. Its definition depends on the choice of the conjunction 
operation c. 
The class of conjunction operations includes continuous T-norms 
(Schweizer and Sklar [17]), leading for example to the following conditional 
measures. 
EXAMPLE 2.1 When c(a, b) = min(a, b), we get 
I I(AIB) = [H(A  AB)  if H(A NB)  <H(B) ,  
1 else. 
EXAMPLE 2.2 When c(a, b) = Tm(a, b) = max(0, a + b - 1), we get 
H(AIB) = H(A n B) - I I (B) + 1. 
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EXAMPLE 2.3 When c(a, b) = ab, we get 
I I (AIB)  = 
H(A n B) 
[ I (B)  if I I (B)  > 0, 
1 else. 
Each possibility measure II over (l), 9 (~) )  induces a possibility distri- 
bution 7r over l-I defined as 
• r (x )  = I I ( (x})  ¥x  ~ f t .  
This possibility distribution is normalized: 
maxzr(x)  = 1. 
xED, 
Note that each possibility distribution 7r over gI induces a possibility 
measure II: 
I I (A)  = max~n-(x) VA ~9( f I ) .  
xEA 
In this paper, we will mainly deal with a finite set N = {X 1 . . . . .  X n} of 
variables with respective finite domains fI 1 . . . .  , f l  n. In the following, when 
A ~ : (X) ,  l-I A stands for Xx, ~ A l~i, and x A usually denotes an element 
of f~A- 
Let 7r denote a normalized possibility distribution over f~×. This joint 
distribution expresses the whole knowledge available about the variables 
X1, . . . ,  An. Each number or(x1,.. . ,  xn) represents the degree of possibility 
of the statement "X  1 takes value x 1 . . . .  , and X n takes value xn." From 
this joint distribution, specific information about a subset A of 3~ can be 
computed through the process of marginalization. 
DEFINITION 2.3 The marginalization of  rr to A is the possibility distribu- 
tion 7r A over f]A defined as 
~rA(XA) = max ~r(XA, XX). 
xX~ I'IX \ A 
This possibility distribution represents the least specific information 
about A which can be deduced from It. 
When a piece of evidence consists in the list of the values taken by the 
elements in A, say x A ~ 11 A, belief updating is performed through the 
computation of a conditional distribution rrx,A('lx A) such that 
~r×,A(XA, X~XA) = ~(  ~A(XA), ~r(XA, XX)). 
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The marginalization of this conditional distribution to a subset B of ~ is 
denoted zrBIA, and expresses the relationships between the elements of B 
and the elements of A. 
The following result provides a criterion to check whether a given 
possibility distribution over flA u S is the distribution over A, conditional 
on B, induced by a joint distribution. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 Let f denote a normalized possibility distribution over 
12A u B" There exists a joint distribution ~r over ~× such that 
if and only if 
~'AIB = f 
max f (XA,  X B) = 1 VxB ~ f~B" 
x A ~ f~,4 
Proof The necessary condition is straightforward. 
For the converse, the joint distribution 
Ir(XA,XB) = f(XA,XB) 
is appropriate, since 
Z%B(XA, XB) =~(~s(Xs), zr(XA, xs)) 
= Jc(  max f (xA ,  xB), 7r(xA, X 8)) 
x A E ~A 
=~(1,  zr(XA, xs)) 
=f(xA,XB) .  • 
The next result follows immediately from the definition of conditional 
possibility distributions. 
PROPOSITION 2.2 I f  zr is a joint distribution over ~ × and A,  B ~ 9(X), 
then 
7r,4 u B = c( TrAIB, 7r B )" 
This result allows us to compute information about A U B from infor- 
mation about B and information about the relationships between A and 
B. 
Let us note that 7r A u B cannot generally be deduced from Ir~ and ~'B, 
unless independence statements are expressed. 
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3 CONDITIONAL INDEPENDENCE AND 
LACK OF INTERACTION 
Relations of conditional independence between sets of variables with 
respect to a given body of knowledge have been defined in different 
frameworks (David [2], Shenoy [18], Studeny [21]). 
Conditional independence between subsets of X is a ternary relation 
over .~(X). Here we will only define independence between disjoint 
subsets of ~ and, following Studeny [21], use the notation T(X) for the set 
of triples of disjoint subsets of X. 
DEFINITION 3.1 A conditional independence r lation over ~( is a subset 
I of T(X). 
When (A, B, C) belongs to I, A is said to be independent of B, 
conditionally on C, with respect to I. 
Some independence r lations play a significant role in the building of 
inference networks: graphoids. 
DEFINITION 3.2 A semigraphoid over X is a conditional independence 
relation I fulfilling the following properties: 
• Symmetry: (A ,B ,C)~I  ~ (B ,A ,C)~I .  
• Decomposition: (A, B U C, D) ~ I =* (A, B, D) ~ I. 
• Weak union: (A, BUC,  D)~I  ~ (A,B, CUD)~I .  
• Contraction: (A ,B ,D)  ~ I ,  (A ,C ,B  OD)  ~ I  = (A ,B  U 
C,D)~I .  
A graphoid over X is a semigraphoid with the property of intersection: 
(A ,B ,  CL) D) ~ I  I ~ (A ,BOC,  D)~I .  
(A ,C,  B U D) ~ I )  
The role of such conditional independence relations has been high- 
lighted by Pearl and Verma [15]: they provide a tool for the building of an 
inference network modeling a knowledge base. In this section, we are 
interested in a definition of possibilistic independence between sets of 
variables with respect o a given possibility distribution. 
In 1978, Zadeh [24] defined noninteracting variables X and Y with 
respect o a possibility distribution 7r as 
~tx, Y~ = min(Trtx~, '/r{y}). 
The next definition generalizes this notion to conditional lack of interac- 
tion. 
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DEFINITION 3.3 The relation NI~ of lack of interaction induced by 7r is 
NI~ = {(A, B,C)  ~ T(~O : ~r~u BI c = c(1r~l c, 1r~lc) }. 
Let us note that we will only consider such relations when c is a 
symmetric onjunction operation. 
This relation was defined in a way similar to the introduction of 
stochastic onditional independence. Our opinion is that we should rather 
introduce a relation expressing the meaning of independence: irrelevance 
of information when updating belief. 
The next definition expresses the fact that a set A is independent of B 
conditionally on C if and only if, as soon as (precise and certain) informa- 
tion about the values of the elements in C is given, further information 
about the elements in B is irrelevant for updating the belief about the 
elements in A. 
DEFINITION 3.4 The conditional independence r lation I~ induced by 
7ris 
{ c} 1~= (A ,B ,C)  ~ T(~K)" c c and ~ = rrBi c "IT~IIB u C = "lr~[ C "IT BIA u C • 
Here we have required the symmetry of I~: note that in possibility 
theory, the statement 
¢ C C 
7r~ilB u c = Ir.~lc ~ IrBIA u C = ~rBiC 
does not hold in general. 
We now investigate the links between NI~ and I~: the next result shows 
that unconditional independence is stronger than lack of interaction. 
PROPOSITION 3.1 I f  (A, B, 0 )  ~ I~, then (A,  B, @) ~ NI~. 
Proof Since A and B are independent, we get 
,rr A = "n-Ai ~ =-~('rrs, 7rAu B); 
hence ~'A u 8 = c(TrA, IrB)" • 
PROPOSITION 3.2 I f  c is symmetric and associative, then I c c_ NI~. 
Proof Let (A, B, C) ~ I~. Then 
Ti'AI C : TI'AIBu C -~c( 'TFBuC,  I"gAu Bu  C)  
=c) ,  u .  u 
= o 
= ~('n'Ric, ¢rA ~ BIC); 
hence C("J'gAtC, "ITBIC) = 71"A u BI C. • 
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This result shows that when c is a continuous T-norm, conditional 
independence is a stronger notion then lack of interaction. 
We will now investigate the properties of these two relations in three 
special cases of continuous T-norms: Lukasiewicz-like T-norms, product- 
like T-norms, and the minimum operator. 
4. LUKASIEWICZ-LIKE T-NORMS 
DEFINITION 4.1 The operation c is a Lukasiewicz-like T-norm if and 
only if there exists an automorphism ~ of [0, 1] such that ~(0)= O, 
q~(1) = 1, and 
c(a, b) = ~o -1 (max(0, q~(a) + q~(b) - 1)) Va, b ~ [0, 1]. 
Such a conjunction is denoted q~( T,n). 
PROPOSITION 4.1 For every possibility distribution 7r, we have 
NI~(Tm) = I~(Tm), 
and 
(A ,B ,C)  ~ I~ ¢Tm) 
if and only if 
~(¢rA~B~c) + ~(¢r c) = ,p(ZrA~ c) + ~(TrB~C). 
Proof It follows directly from Definitions 3.3, 3.4, and 4.1. • 
Note that in this special case, the relation 
71"AIB U C = 7"l'Ai c =:~ "rl'BiA u C = 7":BI C 
always holds. 
THEOREM 4.1 The relation I~ (Tin) is a graphoid. 
Proof 
1. I~ (T~) is symmetric. 
2. If (A, B U C, D) ~ I~ (Tm), then 
~O( TFA u Bu  D(XA,  XB,  XD)  ) "4- ~,O('n'D(XD) 
= max [~p(rrAUSuCuD(XA,Xs,Xc,XD)) + ~p(zrD(xn))] 
XcE l') c 
= max [~p(~'AuD(XA,XD)) + ~(ZrBUCuo(XB,Xc,XD))] 
XcE ~c 
= ~O('n'A u o(XA, XO)) + ~(Ir1~ ~ o(XB, Xo)).  
Hence ( A, B, D) ~ I~ (T'.), and I~ (Tr') fulfils the decomposition prop- 
erty. 




If (A, B U C, D) ~ I~ ~r'), then 
~(¢rA o ~ ~ c ~ D(XA, Xn, X c, XD)) -- ~o(~r~  c ~ o(x~, Xc, xo))  
= ~9(7"1"A U D(XA' Xo))  -- ~t)(~TD(XD)) 
= ~(~AuCuD(XA,  XC ' XD)) 1 ~(~CuD(Xc ,  XD))" 
Hence (A, B, C u D) ~ I~ (r~) and I~ (rm) fulfils the 
property. 
If (A, B, D) and (A, C, B u D) ~ I~ (r'), then 
¢(~AuBuCuD(XA,XB,Xc ,XD) )  + ~O(~TD(XD)) 
Hence (A, B U C, D) ~ I~ ~rm), and I~ ~r~) fulfils the 
property. 
If (A, B, C U D) and (A, C, B u D) ~ I~ ~r~), then 




= q~(~rAUBuD(XA,XB,XD)) + ~(IrRUc~D(XB,Xc,Xo))  
-- ~(~rB o D(XB, XD))  -- ~(1rA ~ 8 ~ D(XA, XB, XO))  
+ ~(¢rA ~ D(XA, XO)) + ~(¢rB ~ D(XB, XD)) 
= ~(¢rB~C~D(XB,Xc,XD)) + ~(rrA~D(XA,XD)). 
contraction 
= q)('ITAuBuD(XA,XB,XD) ) -- ~('WBuD(XB,XD)).  
~O(¢rA~C~o(XA, XC, X~)) + ~(~r~(xo)) 
= max [~(~AUCuD(XA,Xc ,XD) )  + ~(~BuD(XB,XD)) ]  
xB ~ ~B 
= max [~(TrAUSuD(XA,Xs,XD)) + ~(¢rCuD(Xc,XD))] 
XB~ B 
= ~O(7rAuD(XA,XD) ) "1- ~O(qT'CuD(Xc,XD)), 
and 
~(~AuBuCuD(XA,XB,Xc ,  XD)) + ~(~D(XD )) 
= ~(¢rAuBUCuD(X~,Xs,Xc,XD)) + ~(¢rAUD(XA,XD)) 
+ ~(~CuD(Xc ,XD) )  -- ~(~AuCuD(XA,Xc ,XD) )  
= ~O(q'I'AuD(XA,XD) ) "[- ~O('ITBuCuD(XB,Xc,Xo)). 
Hence (A, B U C, D)~ I~ 6rm), and I~ (vm) fulfils the intersection 
property. • 
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5. PRODUCTLIKE T-NORMS 
DEFINITION 5.1 The operator c is a product-like T-norm if and only if 
there exists an automorphism ~o of [0, 1] such that ~p(0) = 0, ~p(1) = 1, and 
c(a ,b)  = ~p-l(~p(a)~p(b)) Va, b ~ [0,1]. 
Such a conjunction is denoted q~( P ). 
PROPOSITION 5.1 For every possibility distribution 7r, we have (A, B, C) 
NI~ +(P) if and only if 
~(~rAu BUc),P(~rc) = ~(TrAuc)~(~rsuc) , 
and (A, B ,C)  ~ I~ (e) if and only if 
(A,  B, C) ~ NI~ (e) 
and for each x c ~ l-I c such that ~rc(x c) > O, 
min Irnuc(X~,X c) = O ~ ~rAuc(XA,X c) = ~rc(x c) Vx A ~ II A, 
xa~f l  B 
min 7rAuc(X4,X c) =O ~ ¢rauc(Xa,X c) = 7rc(x c) Vx B ~ F~ B. 
X A E ~'~A 
Proof It immediately follows from Definitions 3.3, 3.4, and 5.1. • 
Let us note that when 7r is a positive possibility distribution, 
I~< e) = NI~(P), 
and this relation is similar to conditional independence with respect o a 
positive probability distribution (Studeny [21]). 
THEOREM 5.1 The relation l~ <P) is a graphoid. 
Proof 
a. I~ (P) is symmetric. 
b. If (A, B tJ C, D) ~ I~ (e), then 
~(~rA ~ Bu D(XA, xB, XD))~( ~ro(Xo)) 
= max [~(TrAUBUCuD(XA,XB,Xc,Xo))~(Tro(XD))] 
Xc~ [~c 
= max [~O(IrAuo(XA,XD))~(TrBuCuD(XB,Xc,XD))] 
x C ~ 1) c 
= ~(~rA ~ o(XA, XD)) ~(~r8 ~ o(xs ,  Xo)). 
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Moreover, if 7rO(x D) > 0 and rr A u D(XA, XD) = 0, then 
7ro(xo) = ¢rBu c ~ D(XA, XC, XD) VXs ~ ~B, XC ~ f~C 
= ~r~uD(Xs,X D) Vx~ ~ 1~ s. 
Finally, if 7ro(x o) > 0 and ~r B u D(Xn, XD) = 0, then 
~rsucuD(Xs,Xc,X D) = 0 VXc ~ f~c, 
12. 
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and it follows from the independence between A and B u C condi- 
tional on D that 
¢rAuD(XA,X~) = Zro(Xo) VXA ~ flA" 
Hence (A, B, D) ~ I~ (e), and I~ (e) fulfils the decomposition prop- 
erty. 
Let (A,  B u C, D) ~ I~ (e). If ¢r B u c u D(XB, XC, XO) = 0, then 
and 
IrAu BUCu D(XA,XB,Xc,X D) = 0 
~D('WA UB U C U D(XA' XB' XC, XD))~('WC U D(Xc, XD)) 
-~" ~(71"A UC U D(XA' XC' XD))~('ITB U C U D(XB' XC' XD))" 
¢(¢rA u o(XA, XD)) 
~(7"I'B U C U D(XB' XC, XD)) ~(71"D(XD)) 
~(TrAUC~ o(XA,Xc,XD)) 
¢(7rc ~ D(Xc, XD)) 
Moreover, if cr c u D(Xc, XD) > 0 and ~r B u c u D(XB, XC, XD) = 0, then 
~rA u D(XA, XD) = 7ro(XD) > 0 VX A ~ f~A, and it follows from the in- 
dependence between A and B u C, conditional on D, that 
rrA~C~D(XA,Xc,XD) = ZrC~D(Xc,XD) VXA ~ ~A" 
Finally, if rrcuD(xc, XD) > 0 and rrAuCuD(XA, Xc, XD)=O, then 
7rA u D(XA, XD) = 0, and 
"WD(XD) = "WBuCuD(XB,Xc,XD) VX B e f iB, XC E ~'~C" 
Thus 7rcu o(Xc, XD) = ~r8 u cu D(Xn, XC, XD) VXB ~ f~B" Hence 
(A, B, C u D) ~ I~ (P), and I~ (m fulfils the weak union property. 
If 7rsuCuD(XB, Xc, X o) > 0, then 
~(~rA u8 u c u o(XA, XB, XC, XO)) 
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d. Let (A, B, D) and (A, C, B to D) ~ I~ (P). If "rr A to o(XA, X D) = 0 or 
~'B to C to o(XB, XC, XO) = 0, then 
~(¢rA u B ~ C to D(XA, XB, XC, XD))~O(~D(XD)) 
= ~(¢rA to D(XA, XO))~(~',~ to C to D(Xs, XC, XO)). 
If ~'A u D(XA, XD) > 0 and 7r B to c u D(XB, XC, XD) > 0, then 
~o(zrAusuC~o(XA,Xs,Xc,Xo))  ~(ZrStoCuD(Xs,Xc,XD)) 
~('II'A LJ D( XA, Xo) ) ~('ITD( XD) ) 
Moreover, if ~rD(X D) > 0 and rr A u D(XA, XD) = 0, it follows from the 
independence between A and B conditional on D that 
"n'BtoD(XB,X D) = ~'o(XD) > 0 VX B E ~B" 
Since rrnuo(Xo, X D) > 0 and ~4vBuD(XA, Xs, Xo) = 0, it follows 
from the independence between A and C, conditional on B U D, 
that 
~rB ~ c ~ ~(xB, xc ,  Xo) = 1rB to D(xB, xo)  = 7ro(Xo) 
VXB ~ f~B, XC ~ OC" 
Furthermore, if 7rD(X o) > O, 7rBUCuD(X B, X c, X o) = O, and 
~rB u D(XB, XD) > O, it follows from the independence between A and 
C, conditional on B U D, that 
"rrAUBuD(XA,Xs,Xo) = ~Btoo(Xs,XD) VXA ~ I)A; 
hence, because of the independence between A and B, conditional 
on D, 
7TD(XD) = Ti'AtoD(XA,XD) VX A E ~A" 
Finally, if ¢rD(X o) > 0 and ~'B u D(XB, XD) = 0, then it follows from 
the independence between A and B, conditional on D, that 
ZrA ~ D (XA, XD) = 7to (xo)  VXA E flA" 
Hence (A, B U C, D) ~ I~ (P), and I~ te) fulfils the contraction prop- 
erty. 
e. Let  (A ,  B, C u D)  and (A ,  C, B t_) D)  ~ I~ (e). I f  
7rn u c u D(Xn, XC, Xo) > O, then 
¢~O("IrA tO C to D( XB' XC ' XD ) )t~O("B'B toD( XB' XO) ) 
= ~O('B'C kJo(Xc,  XD))~O(q'I'A t) B tj D(XA, XB, XO)) 
VXA ~ f~A" (1) 
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This relation is also fulfilled when 7rBuD(XB, XD) = 0 or 
7rc u D(Xo XD) = 0. If 7r B u c u o(xB, Xo  xo)  = O, 7r B u D(Xs, XO) > O, 
and 7r c u D(Xc, XD) > 0, it follows from the independence between A 
and B, conditional on C U D, that 
"ITCuD(Xc,X D) = 7t'AUCuD(XA,Xc,XD) VX A E ~'~A' 
and from the independence between A and C, conditional on 
B u D, that 
7TBuD(XB,X D) = 71"AUBuD(XA,XB,XD) VX A E ~-~A" 
Hence (1) is fulfilled by each element (XA, Xn, X o Xo) of ~A u S u C u O" 
This implies that 
'p(~rA ~ D(XA, XD))~(CrS ~ D(Xs, XD)) 
= ~O("ITD(XD))~D(TrA U BU D(XA' XB' XD))" (2) 
I f  zr B u c u D(XB, Xo  XD) > 0, it follows from the independence be- 
tween A and C, conditional on B U D, that 
~(TI'AuBuCuD(X.4,XB,Xc,XD)) ~(TrAuBuD(XA,XB,XD)) 
~(¢rs ~c o o( xs ,  Xc , XD) ) ~( ~'s U D( Xs, XD) ) 
~O('WA uD(XA, XD) ) 
~(71-D(XD)) ' 
thus 
~(~rA u 8 ~ c ~ D(XA, xB, Xc, XD)) ~(~rD(XD)) 
= ~(~AuD(XA,XD) )~(~BUCuD(X~,Xc ,XD) ) .  (3) 
This last relation is also fulfilled when 
7"I'BuCuD(XB,Xc,X D) = O. 
Moreover, if 7rD(X D) > 0 and 7rsuCuD(XB, X o XD) = O, then one of 
these two situations occurs 
1. ~r c u D(Xc, XD) > O. It follows from the independence between A 
and B, conditional on C U D, that 
0 < "ITAuCuD(XA,Xc,XD) = 71"CuD(Xc,XD) VX A E ~'~A, 
and (3) implies that 
0 < 'WAUBuCuD(XA,XB,Xc,XD) = 71"BuCuD(XB,Xc,XD ) 
VxA ~ Y~A, x8 ~ I~n. Since there exists x B ~ 12 s such that 
TI'BUCuD(XB,Xc,XD) > O, 
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(3) yields 
"ITD(XD) = 7TAuD(XA,XD) VX A E ~A" 
2. 1r c u D(Xc, xo) = 0. Then ~'B u c u o(Xn, XC, XD) = 0 VX B ~ 1~ B. 
Now there exists x~ ~ 1) 8 such that 7r B u o(x~, xo) > 0. It fol- 
lows from the independence between A and C, conditional on 
B U D, that 
0 < 7rAuBuO(XA,X~,X D) = "ITBuD(X~,XD) VXA ~- ~'~A" 
Equation (3) yields 
7rAuD(XA,XD) = "rI'D(XD) VXA ~-: ~A" 
Hence (A,  B U C, D) ~ I~ (P), and I~ (e) fulfils the intersection 
property. I 
THEOREM 5.2 The relation NI~ (e) is a semigraphoid. 
Proof The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.1. • 
Note that in general NI~ (e) is not a graphoid: it lacks the intersection 
property, as shown by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 5.1 Let X = {X1, X2, X3} , [~1 ~-~ ~'~2 = ~~3 : {0, 1}, and 
Then 
"IT(XI'X2'X3)'~(Io else.if Xl=Xz=ik:x3, 
"r/'{X1,X3}(X1, X3) = 
7"/'{X2, X3}(X 2 , X3) = 
#{xl, x2I(xl, x2) = 
#~x2~(x2)  = 
Hence ({Xi} , {X3} , {X2}) E NI~ (P), 
({Xl}, {X 2, X3}, O) ~ NI~ (e). 
1 if x 1 :~ x3, 
0 else, 
1 if x 2v~x3, 
0 else, 
1 if x 1 = x 2, 
0 else, 
71"{X3}(X3) = 1. 
and ({X1}, {X2} , {X3}) ~ NI~ (e), but 
A consequence of this intersection property not being fulfilled is that the 
building of an inference network induced by NI~ (e) is not unique (Pearl 
[141). 
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6. MINIMUM OPERATOR 
PROPOSITION 6.1 Let (A, B, C) ~ T(~O. The following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) (A, B, C) ~ I m~". 
(ii) V(XA, XB, X c) ~ I-IAuBUC, 
7rA u B u c(XA, XB, XC) = min(TrA u c(XA, XC), 1rB u c(x~, Xc)) 
and 
7rc(Xc) = max(~rA uc(XA, XC), 7rB u c(XB, Xc)). 
(iii) 1~ c = f~ U lq'~, with 
~"~¢C = {Xc E~. ~'~C " qTAu BuC(XA,XB,Xc)  
= 7TAuBuc(XtA 'XB 'Xc)VXA 'X IA  (~" ~'~A' XB ~- ~'~B} 
and 
IT'c = {Xc ~ f~c : ~rA ~ B o c(XA, XS, XC ) 
! t = 7TAUBuC(XA'XB'Xc)VXA ~ ~'~A' XB' XB ~ ~B}" 
Proof It follows from the definition of I m~n that (A, B, C) ~ imin if 
and only if V(XA, X B, X c) ~ Y~A u B u C 
7tAuC(XA,Xc) = "WAu BuC(XA,XB,Xc) < qTBuc(XB,X C) = "ffc(Xc) 
or  
or  
ZrBuc(XB,X c) = TrA~B~c(XA,XB,X c) < 7rA~c(XA,Xc) = Irc(X c) 
~rBuc(xs ,x  c) = ZrAUB~c(XA,XB,X c) = ~rA~c(XA,X c) = Irc(Xc), 
that is, if and only if 
7rAu Suc(XA, XB, XC) = min(~rAuc(xA, xc),  7rBuc(xB, xc))  
and 
7rc(Xc) = max(TrA u c(XA, XC), "n'B u c(XB, XC))" 
This shows the equivalence between (i) and (ii). We now prove that 
(ii) ~ (riD. From (ii), we get, '¢x c ~ f~c, 
"g fAuBuC(XA,XB,Xc)  = 7TBuc(XB,Xc)  VX  A E~. ~'~A, XB ~ ~'~B 
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or  
• rA ~ B U c(XA, XB, XC) = ZrA ~ c(XA, XC) 
that is, Vx c ~ Itc, 
¢rAuB~c(XA,XB,X c) = ~rA~Buc(X'A,X~,X c) 
or 
71"AUBuC(XA~,XB,Xc)  = " I rAuBuC(XA,XtB ,Xc  ) 
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Vx A E ~A, XB E ~e,  
¥XA, X'A ~ ItA, XS ~ ItS 
Vx~ ~ ItA, X~, xB ~ ItB 
We now prove that (iii) =* (ii). If x c ~ It' o then V(xA, x B) ~ ItA u B, 
min(TrB u c(XB, Xc), ¢rA u c(XA, XC)) 
= min(TrA u B u c(XA, XB, XC), ~'A U c(XA, XC)) 
= "TTAuBuC(XA,XB,Xc)  
and 
max(~rB uc(XB, Xc), ~A u c(XA, XC)) 
= max(~'AUSuc(XA,Xs,Xc) ,~'Auc(XA,Xc))  
= 7rA~c(XA,X c) 
= max "T I 'AuBuC(XA,XB,Xc)  
xnE l) B 
= max 7rsuc(Xs,X c) 
x B E ~B 
= ~c(Xc) .  
If  x c ~ It" c, then V(x A, x s) ~ fl  A u B, 
min(crs u c(Xs,  Xc), z'A u c(XA, XC)) 
= min(1rB ~ c(XB, Xc), era U B U c(XA, XB, XC)) 
= "TrAuBuC(XA,XB,Xc)  




i l l .  
b. 
C. 
max(~B uc(XB, Xc), ~ra u c(XA, XC)) 
= 7rBuc(XB,Xc)  
= max 7TAuBuC(XA,XB,Xc)  
x A E ~A 
= max q'I'AuC(XA,X C) 
XAE~ A 
= 7rC(Xc).  
The relation Imin is a graphoid. 
imin is symmetric. 
min Let (A ,  BUC,  D)~I~ .Then 
"ViA U B U D(XA' XB' XD) 
max 7"I'AuBuCuD(XA,XB,Xc,X D ) 
Xc~ C 
max min(Tr Au D(XA, XD), 7rn u c v o(XB, XC, XD)) 
Xc~ l) c 
= min(~AuD(XA,XD) ,~BuD(XB,XD) )  
and 
#o(xo)  = max Iro(x o) 
Xc~l'~ c 
= max max(zrAuo(XA,Xo) ,ZrBucun(Xs,Xc,XD))  
Xc~ l~ c 
---- max(~A u D(XA, Xo) ,  Ireu D(XB, XD)). 
Hence (A, B, D) ~ I rain, and I min fulfils the decomposition property. 
Let (A, B u C, D) ~ imin. Then 
"ITA U BUCU D(XA' XB' XC' XD) 
= min(zrA u D(XA, XD), 7rB o C u D(XB, XC, XD)) 
= min(~'A u D(XA, XD), ZrC u D(Xc, XD), ZrB u C u D(XB, XC, XD)) 
= min(E~ u c u D(XA, XC, XD), ~B u C u D(XB, XC, XD)) 
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and 
max('rrA u c u D(XA, Xc, XD), "n'B u C u D(XB, XC, XD)) 
= max(min ( 7r A u O ( XA, XD ), 7rc u o ( XC, XD )), ~rB u c u D ( XB, XC, XD )) 
max('trA u o( XA, XD), 7rB u C u D(XB, XC, Xo) ) 
= if ¢rAuD(XA,X n) < 7rcuD(Xc,XD) , 
Crc u o (Xc, xo)  else 
= f 'TTD(X D) if "I"I"AuD(XA,X D) < 7TCuD(Xc,Xo) 
~'c u D(Xc, XD) else 
(max('trA u D(XA, XD), Crc u D(Xc, XD) ) 
= if q'I'AuD(XA,XD) < "ITcuD(Xc,XD) , 
~'c u D(Xc, XD ) else 
= 7rCuD(Xc,XD). 
Hence (A, B, C u D) ~ I mi", and imi. fulfils the weak union prop- 
erty. 
d. Let (A, B, D) and (A, C, B U D) ~ I mi". Then 
~'A~ oc~ o(XA,XB,Xc,Xo) 
= min(TrA u B u o(XA, XS, XO), 7rR u C u o(XB, XC, XO)) 
= min(zrA u o(Xa, xo),  ~rn u D(xn, xo),  ~rB u c u D(XB, XC, XD)) 
= min(~'A u o(XA, XO), ¢rB u c u D(XB, XC, XO)) 
and 
e. 
= max(IrA u D(XA, XD), ~'S U o(XB, XD)) 
= max(TrAuD(XA,XD),TrAuBuD(X/,XB,XD), 
~rs~c~ o(x~, xc, xo)) 
= max(zrA u D(XA, XD), ~rs v c u D(Xs, XC, XD))" 
Hence (A, B U C, D) ~ I mi", and I mi" fulfils the contraction prop- 
erty. 
Let (A, B, C U D) and (A, C, B U D) ~ I mi". Then 
f~cuo  = l~'c~ o x f l 'buD, 
l~suo = ~'BuD x D.'~u D 
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with 
f~'c ~ D = 
uD 
uD 
{(xc ,xo)  • f~c~o: 
rAuBuC~D(XA,XB,Xc,XD) = ~AuBoC~D(X'A,XB,Xc,XD) 
VXA, X'A • f~A' XB • fiB}' 
{(Xc,Xo) • f~c~o: 
T:AUBuCuD(XA,XB,Xc,XD) = 7TAUBuCuD(XA,XPB,Xc,XD ) 
VXA • f~A, XB, X'B • f~B}, 
{(XB,XD) • ~B~D: 
TgAUBuCuD(XA,XB,Xc,XD) = 7TAuBuCuD(XtA,XB,Xc,Xo ) 
VXA, X'A • f~A' XC • ~C}' 
{(xB,xo)  • ~BUD:  
"ITA u BuCu D( XA, XB, Xc, XD) = "7'I'A u BuCu D( XA, XB, Xcc , XD ) 
VXA • ~A' XC' XtC • ~"~C}" 
We have 
~ro(x  o )  = max ~c u o(Xc, xo) 
XCE l'~ C 
= max max(ZrAuCuo(XA,Xc,XD),~rBuCuD(XB,Xc,XD)) 
Xc~c 
= max(TrA u D(XA, XO), 7rB u D(XB, XO)) 
= max(~'A u o(XA, XD), 7rA u B u o(XA, XB, XD), 
zrB o c ~ o(xB,  Xc, XD)) 
= max(~'A u D(XA, XD), rrB u C u o(XB, XC, XO))" 
Moreover ,  if (Xc, x o) ~ fYc u o or (xn, x o) • f~'B u o, then 
Z:A~B~Cuo(XA,XB,Xc,X o) = ~BUC~o(Xs,Xc,X o) 
thus 
min('n'A u D(XA, XD), "n'B u C u D(XB, XC, XD)) 
= "rrAuBUCuD(XA,XB,Xc,XD). 
VXA • ~A ; 
I f  (Xc, x D) • f~'~ u D and (x B, x o)  • f~'~ u o, there exists x~ • f~B 
and x~ • f~c such that 
~rAuD(XA,Xo) = rrAUBUCuD(XA,X'~,X'c,Xo). 
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First, if (x'B, xo)  ~ ft~ u o, then 
' ' xD)= D(XA, '  Xc,XD) "ITA u BuCu D(XA' XB' Xc '  ~A u BuC u XB, 
= "WAuBuCuD(XA,XB,Xc ,Xo) .  
Second, if (x~, x D) ~ 1)~ u D, then 
,'rI"Au BuCu D(XA,XtB,XPc,Xo ) = "ITAu BuCu D(XA,XB,Xb ,XD)  
= "g[AuBuCuD(XA,XB,Xc ,XD) .  
Finally, if (x'B, XD) ~ ITB u o and (X'c, x D) ~ f~'c u D, there exists x~ 
f~A such that 
q'gBuCu D(XB, Xc ,  XD) = "t'I'A U BuCu D(XtA, XB, Xc,  XD ) 
t t XD ) "IrA U BU Cu D( XA , XB, XC , 
t XD ) = "gI 'AUBUCuD(XA,XB,Xc, 
= " ITAuBuCuD(XA,XB,Xc ,XD) .  
In each case, 
"IrA U BUCU D(XA' XB' XC' XD) 
= min(crA u D(XA, XD), 7r8 u c u D(Xs, XC, XD)). 
Hence (A, B U C, D) ~ imin, and I mi" fulfils the intersection prop- 
erty. • 
Let's turn now to the study of NI,~min. 
PROPOSITION 6.2 For every possibility distribution ~r, we have 
(A,  B, C) ~ NI m~" 
i f  and only if 
Irn~su c = min(~rn uc,  7rBuc). 
Proof It follows directly from the definition of NI min. 
THEOREM 6.2 The relation NI mi" is a semigraphoid. 
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Proof The proof is similar to that of Theorem 6.1. • 
Note that NI min is not a graphoid: the possibility distribution given in 
Example 5.1 shows that NI~ n lacks the intersection property. 
7. CONCLUSION 
We have investigated the properties of conditional independence r la- 
tions induced by three types of operators, and provided a comparison 
between independence and lack of interaction. 
We essentially paid attention to the behavior of these relations with 
respect o the properties defining graphoids. Indeed, our initial problem 
was to use such relations for the building of an inference network, and 
semigraphoids have been shown to play an important role in this frame- 
work. 
That is why we only dealt here with symmetric independence r lations. 
In possibility theory, symmetry is not naturally induced by expressing 
irrelevance of some pieces of information when updating belief. In future 
work, we intend to define and study nonsymmetric relations of indepen- 
dence, naturally expressing relations of causality, and use them to model a 
knowledge base. 
Another line of work will be to search for an axiomatic haracterization 
of independence r lations, providing a way to check the consistency of a 
list of independence statements. 
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